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Where should you 
be in the project?

Come up with design concepts
- Hold a design workshop in your team to 
think of loads of ideas
- Pick out one or two to focus on

Use your investigation data
- Get out there (BUT DO IT QUICKLY!)
- Take inspiration from your research

Ask for advice
- Keep in touch with your mentor to ask 

their expert advice on your ideas
- Keep notes of questions to ask them
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Quick survey:

Teachers

https://forms.office.com/e/nwS5Pi0s3R

https://forms.office.com/e/nwS5Pi0s3R
https://forms.office.com/e/nwS5Pi0s3R


Cameron Coupar – Bridge Engineer

STEM the Flow workshop 3
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▪ Introduction

▪ Sustainability

▪ My Projects

▪ Bridges on the Clyde

▪ Bridge Types

▪ Bridge Construction Materials

▪ Plastics in Construction

▪ Activity 

▪ Discussion and Follow up activities
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Introduction

6

▪ Cameron Coupar

▪ Hometown Dundee

▪ STEM Subjects at School: 
Mathematics, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Computing

▪ Studied Civil Engineering, Design and                                                               
Management at Dundee University

▪ Started as a Graduate Bridge Engineer                                                                                 
at Jacobs in September 2016
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Sustainability and Circular Economy
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What do I work on?
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▪ A9

▪ Stockingfield

▪ Kessock
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A9 Dualling – Perth to Inverness
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▪ One of Scotland's largest transport 
infrastructure programmes aims to 
upgrade 80 miles of single carriageway 
between Perth and Inverness.

▪ Sustainability 
− Work with local schools

− Bee hotels along the route to boost 
diversity

− Carefully design around SSSI areas

− Provide mammal ledges in culverts to 
allow wild animals such as otters, 
badgers and other wildlife types, to 
safely commute under bridges.
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Stockingfield
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▪ Stockingfield Bridge is an ambitious 
project to reconnect three communities 
in north Glasgow and complete the last 
linkage in the Forth & Clyde Canal 
towpath.

▪ Environmental – Use of alternative 
materials to reduce carbon footprint and 
re-use of materials where possible.

▪ Economical – Use of local suppliers, 
provided apprenticeships and work with 
schools.

▪ Social - Involving the local community in 
the project.
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Kessock Bridge
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▪ The Kessock Bridge is a cable-stayed 
bridge across the Beauly Firth, an inlet 
of the Moray Firth, between the village 
of North Kessock and the city of 
Inverness in the Scottish Highlands.

▪ A lot of work on Kessock involves 
maintenance to increase the longevity 
of the bridge.

▪ It can be more sustainable to maintain a 
structure rather than demolish and 
replace.

▪ Charity events are also carried out on 
the bridge. 
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Bridges on the Clyde
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▪ Did you know there are 16 bridges on the Clyde?

▪ Some are for pedestrians and cyclists

▪ Some are for cars

▪ Some open for boats to pass

▪ Do you know there is a new one at the transport museum?
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Govan Partick Bridge
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Bridge Types
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▪ Each group has a couple minutes to sketch or name the different types of bridges 
they know or have seen before. 
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Timer
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Bridge Types – Beam Bridge
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Bridge Types – Cantilever Bridge
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Bridge Types - Arch
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Bridge Types - Arch

22
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Bridge Types - Arch
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Bridge Types – Cable Stayed Bridge
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Bridge Types – Suspension
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Bridge Types – Truss
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Bridge Materials - Stone
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▪ Advantages
− Aesthetics

− Strong in compression

− Long lasting

▪ Disadvantages
− Weak in Tension

− Expensive

− Limited to Arches

− Can have undetectable defects
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Bridge Materials - Timber
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▪ Advantages
− Readily available

− Strong in compression

− Long lasting

▪ Disadvantages
− Fire

− Limited to certain sizes and shapes

− Rot, mould, fungi attacks
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Bridge Material - Steel
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▪ Advantages
− Versatile

− Strong in Tension

− Recyclable

▪ Disadvantages
− Expensive

− Mining and furnace operations 
required to form steel

− Susceptible to Corrosion

− It is not fireproof

− Prone to buckling
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Bridge Material - Concrete
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▪ Advantages
− Durable

− Versatile and workable

− Fire Resistant

▪ Disadvantages
− Weak in Tension

− Cement produces large quantities of 
CO2

− Not aesthetically pleasing

− Not recyclable
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Waste Plastic
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Plastic Bridges – The Easter Dawyck Bridge
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MacRebur – The Plastic Road Company
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▪ Aims
− To help solve the waste plastic epidemic

− To improve the quality of road surfaces

▪ They make products from non-
recyclable waste plastics that were 
destined for landfill.

▪ This replaces a non sustainable materials 
in roads helping reduce the carbon 
footprint. 

▪ 1 tonne of MacRebur mix contains 
80000 plastic bottles.
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Challenge
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▪ Each group has couple minutes to draw an idea for their bridge

▪ Build a bridge that spans 30cm and a width of 10cm

▪ First build a bridge using paper

▪ After the session build a bridge out of paper straws, lollipop sticks and a 
combination of all materials

▪ Using the worksheet that Joe has provided the 4 bridges will then be compared to 
each other on the three categories:
− Durability

− Sustainability

− Efficiency (cost and time)
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Timer
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Ideas
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Discussion
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▪ What type of bridge did you try to build?

▪ Did it work?

▪ What would you do differently next time?

▪ What material would you choose if you had the choice?

▪ Could you collect waste plastic and build a bridge?
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Thank you

38
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Important

The material in this presentation has been prepared by Jacobs®.

All rights reserved. This presentation is protected by U.S. and 
International copyright laws. Reproduction and redistribution 
without written permission is prohibited. Jacobs, the Jacobs 
logo, and all other Jacobs trademarks are the property of 
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. 

Jacobs is a trademark of Jacobs Engineering Group Inc. 

Copyright notice

39
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Thank you!
Next event: Workshop 4 

Wednesday 18th January 
1.30 – 2.30

joe.oxley-glenister@keepscotlandbeautiful.org

upstreambattle@keepscotlandbeautiful.org

@KSBScotland @KSBScotland
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